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CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF PHILANTHROPY ANNOUNCES 

INTERNATIONAL FELLOWS AWARDS 
 
New York, NY, February 28, 2003: Ten fellows have been selected to participate  

in the 2003 International Fellows Program at the CUNY Graduate Center's Center  

for the Study of Philanthropy.  

 

They are Ms. Priya Anand, from India; Ms. Alejandra Cervantes, from Mexico; Ms.  

Sarah Chilvers, from Canada; Ms. Tiziana Colasanti, from Italy; Ms. Majda  

Ganibegovic, from Bosnia and Herzegovina; Ms. Snow (Hsueh-Yin Lee), from Taiwan;  

Ms. Marlene Lewis, from Jamaica; Ms. Suzy (Qian) Li, from the People's Republic  

of China; Mr. Bhekinkosi Moyo, from the Republic of South Africa; and Mr.  

Sujeevan Perera, from Sri Lanka. 

 

While in residence at the Center for the Study of Philanthropy at The Graduate  

Center of the City University of New York from March 1 through May 31, this  

year's fellows will conduct research on community foundations and diaspora  

giving.  

 

To date, the Center has sponsored 70 fellows from 35 countries. The fellowships  

are designed to bring younger scholar-practitioners to New York for three months  

to study philanthropy, nonprofit organizations, and the development of civil  

society.  

 

Building on the extensive international networks developed by the Center for the  

Study of Philanthropy, the International Fellows Program has developed a global  



community of researchers and practitioners working on philanthropy and civil  

society. In addition to conducting their own research, Fellows participate in  

seminars on US and international voluntary-sector activities; learn about the  

work of key agencies; and meet with nonprofit representatives and US scholars  

doing research on similar topics. 

 

This year's International Fellows bring an exceptional array of skills and  

experience to the program.  

 

Priya Anand, Chief of Research, Murray Culshaw Advisory Services in Bangalore,  

India, will study the resource mobilization techniques and spending activities  

of Hindu institutions and temples in the New York area. Ms. Anand intends to  

highlight best practices to enhance the communication and fundraising  

capabilities of voluntary organizations in India.  

 

Alejandra Cervantes, Director of MIDE, Migration and Development, Civil  

Association in Mexico, will focus on Mexican immigrant hometown associations.  

Her objective is to help community leaders determine the feasibility of starting  

community foundations in Mexico.  

 

Sarah Chilvers, a program director with Vancouver Foundation, will examine  

community art initiatives in community foundations internationally. Ms. Chilvers  

aims to identify the best practices to help strengthen community arts programs  

in community foundations.  

 

Tiziana Colasanti is a recent recipient of a Master's degree on Non Profit  

Management and is currently an intern at Cariplo Foundation, Milan, Italy. Ms.  

Colasanti plans to map the possible partnerships between southern Italy's  

emerging community foundations and the Italian American emigrant community.  

 



Majda Ganibegovic, Project Manager in the NGO Development Program at the  

International Rescue Committee in Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina, will do  

research on models for developing a community foundation for the region. Ms.  

Ganibegovic's goal is to help strengthen the civil society sector in her  

country.  

 

Snow (Hsueh-Yin) Lee, Associate Researcher at the Himalaya Foundation in Taiwan,  

will examine diaspora philanthropy programs in the United States and explore  

ways to cultivate philanthropy in the Taiwanese American community for the  

benefit of nonprofit organizations in Taiwan.  

 

Marlene Lewis, Acting Director of Projects at the Environmental Foundation of  

Jamaica, plans to focus on diaspora giving in the development of natural and  

social capital and its linkages to organized philanthropy. This research will be  

useful to Ms. Lewis as she develops a strategic plan for the Environmental  

Foundation.  

 

Suzy (Qian) Li, Development Officer at Beijing Hui Ling Community Services for  

People with Disabilities, will investigate the viability of the community  

foundation model as a solution for China's development needs.  

 

Bhekinkosi Moyo, a doctoral candidate in the Department of Political Studies at  

the University of Witwatersrand, will research community foundations and social  

capital as mechanisms for local development in South Africa.  

 

Sujeevan Perera, Program Director of Neelan Tiruchelvam Trust, will investigate  

the disbursement of program grants and the evaluation and review of grant  

applications. He intends to apply his research findings to his work at the  

Trust, a Sri Lankan grant-making body supporting projects that promote peace,  

human rights, and multiculturalism in Sri Lanka and abroad. 



 

The Graduate Center is the doctorate-granting institution of The City University  

of New York. The only consortium of its kind in the nation, The Graduate Center  

draws its faculty of more than 1,600 members mainly from the CUNY senior  

colleges and cultural and scientific institutions throughout New York City. 

 

Established in 1961, The Graduate Center has grown to an enrollment of about  

3,500 students in 31 doctoral programs and six master's degree programs in the  

humanities, social sciences, and sciences. The Graduate Center also houses 28  

research centers and institutes, administers the CUNY Baccalaureate Program, and  

offers a wide range of continuing education and cultural programs of interest to  

the general public. 

 

Further information on The Graduate Center's programs and activities can be  

found on its website at: www.gc.cuny.edu 

  


